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It was like watching a nonexistent low budget Philip K.Dic* movie on a heavily damaged VHS mixtape in the midst of a bad
trip, while onboard a sinking cruise ship caught by a category 5 hurricane, inside of a folding dimension that is approaching the
heat death of the universe.. The game is a love letter to Philip K. a criminally underrated, yet amazing, writer of mind-bending
science fiction. It takes you on a journey through the mind and worlds of Elvin Green, a failing (both professionally and
personally) science fiction author. You walk through the street the game takes place on, finding objects that appear depending
on the action you're taking or the position you're in. It's sort of a hidden object game. To elaborate much further risks spoiling
the story. The game isn't too brief, but it isn't long either. I'm not sure how you judge value, but I purchased it for a little under
$10 during a Steam sale and the price seemed right.. This game feels like a Phillip K.short story - colorful, psychedelic and
depressing.. If you are a Philip K.fan, this is definitely worth playing. This does a good job of capturing the weirdness of PKD
without directly copying much of anything. It's a combination of a walking simulator with object hunting and weird fiction. The
object hunting can get frustrating, but it is doable.. Finding the glyph locations can be frustrating, but if you like walking
simulators, Philip K. and exploring overlapping alternate realities, you'll probably enjoy this. On the downside, it's not very well
optimized; even on medium settings, it generally runs around 30-45 FPS, despite the simple visuals.. Glitched through the map
while using an elevator.. Some five hours into the game. Very atmospheric. This game is not a shooter or rpg, not even an
adventure game in that sense. There are no items, no inventory. All atmosphere. This is a game that has to be slowly appreciated,
do not rush through any of the sections. Read the posters on the walls, look at the clothing on the characters. Entire worlds are
created here in this game! This game is, to me, a real 3D novel. A science fiction story come to life. The cars cannot hit you,
you cannot die. The game opens I to his large apartment. Walk slowly through the rooms, every object reflects not only the first
person avatar,s life, these objects also reflect the world culture that exists in the world that you are in. A tip or to to max your
enjoyment. Those street cut out characters are not there just for atmosphere. Each has a long story to tell you when you bump
up against each. But do not stop coming up to them when their lines are done with! Like in some RPGs, each character often has
a number of sentences to say, hear them out until they repeat themselves. There are hot spots to activate. Some can be hard to
find. Often these can be activate from hundreds of feet away! The game saves only at each world completion! Thus when you
are able to leave the apartment and walk out onto the street, you are still in that one world yet! I love atmospheric games like this
one. Thus I give this game a five out of five. Many do not like the game.. Just started. Interesting but bizarre take on point &
click adventure.
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